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This invention relates to a stocking protector 
adapted to be placed on the heel of the wearer. 
over the heel of the stocking and worn inside 
the shoe. . . . . . ...' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

one of the important objects of the invention: 
is the provision of a stocking protector which 
will closely fit and cling to the heel of the wearer 
so that if there is any movement of the heel of 
the wearer in the shoe, the wear engendered: 
by such movement will be taken up by the pro 
tector instead of by the stocking: . . . . . . . . . . 
Another object of the invention is the provi 

sion of: a stocking protector having elastic side: 
walls in order to afford affirmer grip on the heel. 
irrespective of variations in the form thereof; 
A further object is the provision of a protector 

a low cost. 
of simple construction which may be made at . 
other objects of the invention will be in part - - 26 of each side piece are then secured to one 20. 

edge of the extension 12 and base 10 by stitch obvious and in part described hereinafter. . . In the accompanying drawing illustrating my 
invention, Figure 1 is a plan view of a stocking 
protector constructed in accordance therewith; 
Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view of the same 
on line 2-2 in Fig. 1: Fig. 3 is a transverse, ti -- * tector engaging the lower c 

* back of the heel is avoided . , ' ' . . . . . . . protectors heretofore made of two pieces, which 
sectional view on line 3-3 in Fig. 2; Fig.: 
a plan view of another form of the invention: 
having side portions of elastic material; Fig. 5. 
is a longitudinal sectional view of the same online 
5-5 in Fig. 4; Fig. 6 is a transverse sectional 
view on line 6-6 in Fig.5: Fig. 7 is a plan view 
of the three blanks which make up a stocking, 
protector; and Fig. 8 is a side elevation showing 

in position on the heel por: a stocking protector 
tion of a 'foot. . . . . . 

Referring to the drawing, the preferred form 
of my invention is shown as made of three pieces 
of flexible material Secured together to form a 
stocking protector adapted to fit closely and to 
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grip the heel of the wearer. The three pieces 
comprise a main or base portion 10 having its 
rear end extended upwardly to form a back por 
tion 12 and two side pieces 14 and 16 which con 
stitute the side walls of the protector. The base 
portion 10, as shown in Figure 7, conforms to 
the outline of the bottom of the heel portion of 
a foot and the extension 12 has its opposite side 
edges cut on concavely curved lines. 18 and 20, 
and its end edge 22 has a slight convex curva 
ture. 

Each of the side pieces 14 and 16 (Fig. 7) is 
approximately triangular in form having its 
two edges 24 and 26 of very slight curvature 
connected together by a rounded convexly curved 
edge 28 of comparatively small radius. The 
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remaining edge 30 of each side piece constituting 
the upper edge of one side of the protector and 
being a continuation of the edge 22 of the ex 
tension 12 is convexly curved to a slight extent. 

5 The three pieces comprising the stocking pro 
tector may be either stamped out of suitable 
sheet: material by the use of dies, or cut from 
the material using patterns of the shapes shown 
in Figure 7. Various materials may be used for 
this purposes such as thin flexible leather or com 
position materials of different kinds. ... In the 
form of protector shown in Figures 4 to 6 in 
clusive, the side pieces. 14 and 16 are made of 
elastic material, preferably woven. . . . . . . . . 
In assembling the three parts to form a pro- 5 

10:: 

tector, they are arranged in the relations shown. 
in Fig. 7 with the top edges 30 of the side pieces 
in alignment with the top edge 22 of the ex 
tehsion 12 of the base and the edges 24, 28 and 

ing 34 or in any suitable manner which produces: 
a cup-like structure adapted to fit a heel. . . . . 
By providing a one-piece base and back: . 

tion, a cross seam in that portion of the pro- 25 d portion of the 
In the stocking: 

necessarily have across seam of the above dei 
scription, much difficulty has been experienced 30 
in eliminating an undue fullness engenidered by. 

; the cross seam and insecuring a close and smooth 
fit at this part of the heel. The use of a single 
piece for the base and back of the protector; 
however, produces a construction in which that. 35. 
portion follows the natural curve of the heel and 
fits it snugly. By providing the extension" 12 
with concavely curved side edges, the seams 
which join the side pieces to said extension tend 
to follow substantially arcs of a sphere and there- 40 
fore the stocking protector more naturally fits 
the more or less spherical portion of the heel. 
My stocking protector may be made entirely 

of one kind of material such as thin flexible 
leather or similar material as illustrated in 45 
Figures 1 to 3 inclusive or it may have a base 
and extension of Such material with side pieces 
of elastic woven material as shown in Figures 4. 
to 6 inclusive. When elastic side pieces are used, 
the top edges. 30 of those pieces may be reen- 50 
forced by enclosing in the stitching 36, used to 
finish those edges, elastic tapes 38 and the two 
ends of each tape may be fastened by the 
Stitching 34 at the two ends of each edge 30 or 
in any other suitable manner. In Fig. 4, the 55. 
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2 : 
stitching 36 is omitted on part of the right hand 
edge 30 to show the tape 38. Preferably, the 
tapes 38 are so secured in the edges of the side 
pieces as to be under a light tension when those 
pieces are extended without stretching whereby 
the tapes exert "a slightly heavier tension than 
the side pieces when the stocking protector is 
mounted on a heel. The effect of this tension is 
to increase the gripping effect on the heel of the 
top portion of the protector. ... . . . 

In use, the stocking protector is applied to the 
heel portion of the foot of the wearer as shown 
in Figure 8 which application tends to throw the 
back portion of the protector into a more up 
right position and to pull the sides inwardly to 
grip the sides of the heel. When provided with 
elastic side walls, the protector may be made 
slightly smaller in each size so that when applied 
to a heel, the side walls are under a light 
tension which may be increased to some extent 
along the top edge of the protector by the use. 
of the reenforcing tape. This construction in 
sures the retention of the protector on the heel; 
of the foot so that if there is any relative move 
ment between the heel of the shoe and the heel 
of the foot in walking, the Stocking is pro 
tected and the frictional wear is absorbed by the 
protector. : . . . . . . 

What I claim is:- ... . 
1. A stocking protector comprising a base of. 

flexible material having an upwardly curved rear: 
extension constituting: a back portion, said ex 
tension having concavely curved opposite side 
edges, and a pair of approximately, triangular 
pieces of elastic material, each of said pieces have 
ing two of its edges secured in a continuous man 
ner to one of the side edges of said back portion: 

of said pieces constituting a base substantially and Said base to constitute a Sidewall. 2. A stocking protector comprising a base of 
flexible material having an upwardly curved rear 
extension constituting a backportion, said exten 
Sion having concavely curved: opposite side edges 
and a pair of approximately triangular pieces of 
elastic material, each of said pieces having two 
of its edges secured in a continuous manner to 
one of the side edges of said backportion and 
said base to constitute, a side wall and having 
its third edge provided with an elastic tape re 
inforcement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

protector comprising a base of 3. A stocking 
flexible material having an upwardly curved rear 
extension constituting a back portion, said ex 
tension having concavely curved opposite side 
edges, and having Side walls of elastic material, 
each of said side, walls being secured in a con 
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tinuous manner to one edge of said extension and 
said base. 

4. A stocking protector comprising three pieces 
of flexible material secured together, one of said 
pieces constituting a base substantially conform 
ing to the bottom of a heel of a wearer, Said base 
having a rear extension curving upwardly and 
Over said base to form a back portion, said ex 
tension having concavely curved opposite side 
edges, and the other two pieces constituting side 
walls and being approximately, triangular in 
form, each being secured along two edges thereof 
in a continuous-manner to one side edge of Said 
base and said back so that when said back is 
moved to a substantially vertical position the 
said side walls are drawn upwardly and inwardly 
for tightly gripping the sides of the heel of a 
Wearer. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
, 5. A stocking protector comprising three pieces 
of flexible material secured together, one of 
said pieces constituting a base Substantially con 
forming to the bottom of a heel of a wearer, 
said: base...having a rear extension curving up-. 
wardly and over the rear of said base to form 
a backportion, said extension having concavely 
curved opposite side edges, and the other two. 
pieces of elastic material constituting side walls 
and being approximately, triangular in form, 
each being secured along two edges thereof in 
a continuous; manner to one side edge of said: 
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base and said back so that when said back is . 
moved to a substantially vertical position ther. 
said walls are drawn upwardly. and inwardly. 
for tightly gripping the sides of the heel of a 
Wearer... . . . . ... . . . . 

6. A stocking protector comprising three 
pieces of flexible material secured together, one 

conforming to the bottom of a heel of a wearer, 
said base having a rear extension curving up 
wardly and over the rear of said base to form 
a backportion, said extension having concavely. 
curved opposite side edges, and the other two 
pieces, constituting side; walls and being ap 
proximately of right angled triangular form in 
which the two side edges approximately right. 

3 5. 

40. 

angled in relation to each other are connected 
together, by a curved edge, each of said pieces. 

... being secured along said edges in a continuous 
manner to one side edge of said base and said 
back, so that when said back is moved to a Sub 
stantially vertical position...the said side walls. 
are drawn upwardly and inwardly for tightly. 
gripping the sides of the heel of a wearer. : : 
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